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-Fundamentals of Each Instrument
-Snare Drum

-Matched Grip or Traditional?
-Playing Zones
-Skillsets Needed

-Tenors
-Playing Positions
-Cross-overs
-Skillsets Needed

-Bass Drums
-Technique: Wrist Rotation vs. Wrist Break
-Understanding Splits
-Who to put where

-Front Ensemble
-Marimbas
-Vibraphones
-Xylophone
-Metallics (Glockenspiel, Crotales, Chimes)
-Synthesizers
-Auxillary Instruments

-Making MUSIC, not Rhythms
-Understanding Dynamic Systems
-Accent/Tenuto/Taps
-Crescendos/Decrescendos 
-Exploring Musical Examples

-What do I need?
-Gear Selection (Brands, sizes, etc)
-Head Choices and Tuning Suggestions
-Implements
-How many where?!



Snare Drum
Upper Voice of Battery

Sizes Available
-14”x12” (Indoor/Outdoor, Full Sound, Most Common)
-14”x9” (Indoor use only, Same Size Head, Lighter Sound and Weight)
-13”x11” (Often used by Smaller Schools, Higher Timbre)

Head Selection
-Top Head: Kevlar

-Remo: Black Max/White Max
-Evans: Hybrid Snare Batter- White or Gray

  System Blue Top Snare Head
-Bottom Head: Kevlar or Plastic 

-Remo: Fallams II (Kevlar)
   Clear Ambassador (Plastic)
-Evans: MX5 (Kevlar)

   MS3 (Plastic)
   Hybrid Bottom Head (Kevlar and Plastic)

Tuning
-Bottom Head: B-D (Plastic Heads Lower, Kevlar Heads Higher)
-Top Head: F#-A 
-Snare Guts:

-Should be individually tuned to same pitch (Phillips Screwdriver)
-Looser guts provide a “wet” sound
-Tighter guts provide a “dry” sound

-Taping:
-Reduces the amount of ring from your bottom head and limits the snare 

response from the guts
-Creates a drier, “boxier” sound

Things to Note
-Most high school band programs rehearse on an asphalt/concrete practice field. 

Due to the reflective nature of the “field”, snare drums may often seem “wet”. A common 
error is to “dry” up the snare drums by tightening the guts and/or the top heads. Wait un-
til you get a read of the instrument from an actual performance venue (ie. Grass or 
Turf). Most high school snare lines are too “dry” once they are actually in a performance 
venue. Taping should only be done AFTER you get a read on the overall sound of the 
instrument. 



Snare Drum Grip
Right Hand Shape 

-Fulcrum point is located between the thumb and the index finger
-Approximately 1/3 from the butt of the stick

-Remaining fingers should be wrapped naturally around stick
-Should be loose and relaxed, but can never leave the stick 

Left Hand Shape
-Hand should be perpendicular to the ground 
-Stick should sit in-between thumb and index finger

-Approximately 1/3 from butt of stick
-Fulcrum point is located between the thumb and index finger
-Stick will rest on the fourth finger just past the first knuckle near the cuticle
-Pinky should stay attached to the fourth finger in a relaxed position
-Middle finger will rest beside stick with the fingertip being slightly on top of stick

-“Along for the ride”



Tenors
Middle Voice of Battery

Sizes available
-6”, 10”, 12”, 13”, 14” (Most common)
-6”, 8”, 10”, 12”, 13” (Common for small schools)
-6”, 6”, 10”, 12”, 13”, 14” (Sextet, Two 6” spocks)
-6”, 8”, 10”, 12”, 13”, 14” (Sextet, 6” and 8” spocks)

Cuts Available
-Standard cut
-Shallow cut 

Head options
-Remo: 

Pinstripe Crimplock
Suede Crimplock

           Renaissance Crimplock 
-Evans: 

EC2S Tenor Head
Evans MX Tenor Head
System Blue Marching Tenor Head

Tuning
-Do-Re-Mi-Sol (Bottom to top: M2, M2, m3)

-Spock should be about a 4th above drum 1
-Provides tonality in the tenor voicing

-Fully Diminished 7th Chord (m3, m3, m3)
-Spock should be about a 4th above drum 1
-Eliminates tonality in the tenor voicing
-Provides a wider range of tuning

Tenor Drum Stick Grip
Both Hands 

-Fulcrum point is located between the thumb and the index finger
-Approximately 1/3 from the butt of the stick

-Remaining fingers should be wrapped naturally around stick
-Should be loose and relaxed, but can never leave the stick 

Implements:
-Sticks
-Mallets
-Felts
-Puffies



Playing Zones



Snare and Tenor Stroke Initiations/Stroke Types
Stroke Initiation

-Stick should initiate from the bead of the stick
-This means the wrist will initiate the movement

-Follow the trajectory of the bead
-Fingers will remain in contact with stick

-Do not let stick fly out into fingers as it travels upward

Stroke Types
-Legato (Rebound or Full Stroke)

-Player makes initial effort to “throw” stick toward the head, while the drum 
naturally rebounds the stick to the “up” position

-As wrist moves, the arm should naturally move
-The motion of the stick should never stop; it is either moving toward or 

away from the drum
-All fingers should remain on stick the entire time, but not tight enough to 

inhibit the stick from rebounding
-Marcato (Downstroke or Controlled Stroke)

-Uses the weight of the arm to stop the stick at a “tap” height
-Fingers provide resistance against the stick but DO NOT SQUEEZE
-Wrist stays down at the end of the stroke



Bass Drums
Bass Voice of Battery

Sizes available
-16”, 18”, 20”, 22”, 24”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”
-Four (4) Bass Drum options

-18”, 20”, 24”, 28”
-16”. 18”, 22”, 26”

-Five (5) Bass Drum options
-16”, 18”, 20”, 24”. 28”
-18”, 20”, 22”, 24”, 28”
-18”, 20”, 22/24”, 26/28”, 32”

Head Options
-Remo:

-PowerMax/PowerMax 2 (Single Ply/Double Ply w/Dampening)
-Ambassador (Single Ply, No Dampening) (10 mil)
-Emperor (Single Ply, No Dampening) (14 mil)

-Evans:
-MS1 or MS2 (Single Ply/Double Ply, no Dampening)
-MX1 or MX2 (Single Ply/Double Ply w/Dampening)

Tuning
-Do-Sol-Do-Mi-Sol (Bottom to top, P5, P4, M3, m3)

-C for 32”, D for 28/32”
-Eliminate bottom pitch for 4 Bass Drums

Bass Drum Grip
-Create same fulcrum between index finger and thumb as snare/tenors

-Instead of being 1/3 of the way up on the stick, your hand should be
located all the way toward the back of the mallet

-Mallet should sit against the first knuckle of the index fingers
-Remaining fingers should wrap around the mallet comfortably

-Fingers should always remain on the mallet!
-Be sure to avoid “hitch-hiker’s thumb” or “caveman” grip



Playing Position
-Begin with both arms hanging down to the side with the thumbs on the top of 

the mallets and hands by the legs
-The mallets should point forward and down at a 45-degree angle
-Without changing the position of the hand, wrist, and mallet, bring your arms up 

(bending at the elbows) until the forearms are parallel to the ground. This 
playing position should feel very relaxed and natural

-From this position, adjust the carrier and stand so the center of the bass head is 
lined up with the head of the mallet 

-ADJUST THE INSTRUMENT TO THE PLAYER
-Once the drum has been positioned to fit the player, the forearms should be 

brought toward the drum so they touch the bass drum rim 
-The player should memorize what part of the arm touches the rim so you will be 

able to always find the center of the bass head
-Upper body should be relaxed and free of tension



Playing Styles
Wrist Rotation (Doorknob Technique)

-Wrist begins rotation, forearm moves with it
-Lead with the bead

-Bead of mallet should rotate away from the drum
-Using a narrow pathway

-Forte should be parallel to the ground
-Rotation will get you 80-90% of the way
-The arm will help to get you to parallel

Wrist Break (Knocking on Door Technique)
-Wrist begins by “cranking” back

-Forearm will stay relatively stationary
-Bead of the mallet should still lead the stroke

-Maintain a narrow pathway
-Forte should be parallel to the ground

-Wrist break will get you 80-90% of the way
-Rotation of wrist will get you to parallel



Front Ensemble
General Information

-The front ensemble has been the most developed section over the last twenty 
years. Advancements in instrument quality, audio reinforcement, and mallet selections 
have drastically changed the role of this section. The addition of amplification and elec-
tronics in the front ensemble has provided arrangers with countless colors to explore, as 
well as allowing instrumental colors to be heard with ease. We have seen the role of the 
front ensemble change from being an afterthought to an integral part of the show. The 
front ensemble now helps to provide seamless transitions, beautiful accompaniment, 
and rich colors to help shape the overall production.

Keyboard Instruments/Sizes
-Marimba (4.3/4.5 octave)
-Vibraphone (3/3.5 octave)
-Xylophone (3.5 octave)
-Glockenspiel (2.5-3.3 octave; Usually played by Xylophone player)
-Chimes (1.5 octave; Usually played only for impact/effect)

Keyboard Accessories
-Cymbals (Mounted on the instrument’s frame)
-Mallet Bags
-Other Effects

-Hand Drums
-Wind Chimes
-Etc.

Other Instruments
-Piano/Synthesizers
-Timpani (Optional)
-Drum Set (Only if you have a really talented player AND it fits your show)
-Rack Players

-Concert Bass Drum
-Gong
-Toms
-Cymbals
-Literally anything else you can think of!

-Digital Drum Pads
-Yamaha DTX
-Roland Drum Pad/Sampler



Two Mallet Grip
-With about 1.5 to 2 inches extending from the back of the hand, wrap the two 

rear fingers around the shaft of the mallet. 
-Lightly place the remaining three fingers on the shaft with the index finger 

slightly extended. 
-The two rear fingers are there to hold on to the mallet. 
-The index finger and thumb are there to “guide” the mallet. 
-Do not squeeze the front of the mallet. 
-The hand should not be flat, but rather should be turned inward at a slight angle. 
-The wrist and arms should form a natural angle that puts no stress on the wrist 

 
Two Mallet Stroke

-Players should be set at the “up” position
-From the “up” position, the player should use a quick motion to strike the bar

-The wrist should initiate this stroke in a “flicking” motion
-The mallet should return to the “up” position after striking the bar

-Similar to bouncing a basketball
-Stroke should be quick, but relaxed

-Do not squeeze!

Four Mallet Grip
Stevens Grip

-With the hand turned sideways in a “handshaking” position, the outside mallet is 
gripped with the bottom two fingers with no more than a half-inch 
extending beyond the back of the hand. 

-The inside mallet is balanced between the center of the palm and the curled-in 
index finger. 

-The middle finger secures the mallet in the palm, while the thumb rests on top of 
the index finger.



Things to note about the Front Ensemble
-ALWAYS have your students listen back to the drumline while playing. This is 

vital to have consistent timing across the ensemble.
-The ONLY time a front ensemble should look at the drum major is if they are 
starting a new movement, and there is no time from the back of the field.
-AMPLIFY!

-The only way to get a blended sound from your front ensemble is to mic 
and amplify all keyboard instruments (except xylophone. YIKES). 

-I HIGHLY recommend hiring a sound consultant to help with this process. 
Rule of thumb: Two (2) microphones on a marimba (High and Low through 

separate channels) and One (1) per vibraphone.



Making Music, Not Rhythms

General Information
-When working with percussionists, it is important that you understand their “lan-

guage.” Knowing what to say in certain scenarios will save you and your students both 
time and frustration. Here are a few things to pay attention to:

Dynamic Systems
-It is important to have a dynamic system in place with your students
-While some systems differ, here is a helpful guide to helping your students 

match dynamics

�
-For the Upper Battery (Snares and Tenors), these dynamics relate to accents 

-Accents correspond to the written dynamics
-All unaccented notes should be played at “piano” or 3 inches
-All tenuto notes should be treated as “half accents”

-For example, if the dynamic is “forte,” tenuto notes should be 
played at 6 inches

-For the Bass Drums and Front Ensemble, these dynamics should be used as 
general zones

-Because of the nature of these parts, accents should be ad
dressed for each musical section as it seems fit
-Bass Drums can follow the same system as the Upper Battery, as 

long as you speak to your arranger about this and the parts 
are notated accordingly.

Crescendos/Decrescendos
-Crescendos and decrescendos should begin and end at their respective 

heights. This will ensure an even hairpin is played
-If a section has accents during a crescendo/decrescendo, only the accents 

should be altered
-All unaccented notes should be assumed to be at “piano”

Be Meticulous
-When working through music, be as meticulous as possible when identifying 

dynamics and expression. The more work you put in early on will have  a 
greater affect as the season progresses. If you have questions about the 
ideas or intent of a musical passage, contact your arranger for 
clarification. They are there to help you! 



Making Music, Not Rhythms (continued)

Roll Speeds
-For every tempo range, there is a corresponding roll speed to match. While most  

arrangers notate the rhythms of open stroke rolls, sometimes a buzz roll is 
not notated. Here are a few thoughts to help you out!

q=60-96: 16th note triplets/32nd notes
q=96-132: 16th notes
q=132-200: 8th notes/8th note triplets

-The more advanced an ensemble is, the more flexibility you will have.

Roll Notation
-Double stroke rolls should be written with one (1) tremolo mark, which will 

double the rhythm (ex: Eighth Notes with one tremolo mark will turn 
into Sixteenth Notes)

-Buzz Rolls should be notated with a “z” through the stem. You can either write 
out the roll speed, or you can notate it by writing in the stickings.

Stickings
-Stickings are another aspect that should very detailed

-Because there are often multiple players on a part, it is important to 
approach this in a unified manner

-Stickings can also have a large impact on the fluidity of rhythms. Tempo 
considerations should be made before deciding on what sticking to use

-Stickings are not just for battery instruments. Notate stockings and permutations 
in mallet parts as well!

Understanding the Roles of Each Battery Instrument
Snare Drum

-Soprano Voice of Battery
-Usually the most advanced rudimental players
-Responsible for the most rhythmic elements of the ensemble
-Pairs well with High Brass (Trumpets and Horns) and Staccato Sections

Tenors
-Middle Voice of the Battery
-Players must have a solid understanding of rudimental drumming
-Can double the snare part in some instances, but is also effective as an 

accompanying instrument.
-“Melodic” battery instrument
-Pairs well with Middle Voices (Horns and Saxes)

Bass Drums
-Bass Voice of Battery
-Players may not be as advanced rudimentally as Snares and Tenors, but have a 

strong rhythmic foundation and a good sense of pulse
-Can be used to accompany Upper Battery and outline accents in ensemble



Making Music, Not Rhythms (continued)

-Typically 4 or 5 Bass drums
-1, 3, and 5 are “downbeat” drums
-2 and 4 are “upbeat” drums

-This can be ignored for certain melodic contour, but generally splits have a 
strong pull to the top or bottom drum

-For high school players, it is best to divide splits up by eighth notes
-More advanced ensembles can handle triplet and sixteenth note splits 

Front Ensemble Writing
-The Front ensemble has become one of the most vital sections of any marching 

ensemble
-Capable of accompanying other sections, as well as soli moments
-Four Basic Elements

-Woods, Metals, Electronics, and Auxiliary Sections
Woods: Marimba and Xylophone

-Typically the most confident players
-Can be used to accompany the ensemble, but also used for technical 

passages
-Great tool to solidify woodwind runs; adds articulations

Metals: Vibes, Glockenspiel, Crotales, and Chimes
-Usually the melodic instruments of the front ensemble
-Can be used to add color to wind melodies
-Typically not used for technical passages

Electronics: Synthesizer, Sample Pads, Malletkat, Bass Guitar
-Add depth to “treble” sound from mallet instruments
-Often used to reinforce sustained wind parts
-Can be used for creating soundscape with samples

-Many people that specialize in this field!
Auxiliary: Bass Drum, Gong, Brake Drums, Toms, Cymbals, Snare Drum, etc.

-Used to create texture in the front ensemble
-Make impacts more effective
-Helps to establish the mood of a particular section

Knowing What to Write for in the Front Ensemble
“For an arranger who is trying to be creative, overwriting can be one of the most 

difficult things to avoid. Remember, as a pit arranger you are merely writing for one por-
tion of the entire musical ensemble. Because of this, if the pit score has too much coun-
terpoint within itself, or contains too many ideas, the outcome will most likely become 
overlooked. All the intricate parts you spent so much time creating will become lost with-
in themselves, not to mention the rest of the ensemble.” 

(Jim Casella and Jim Ancona, Up Front)



Making Music, Not Rhythms (continued)

How Many Parts to Write For?
-2-3 Marimba Parts
-1-2 Vibe Parts
-Xylo/Glock or Crotale

-Standalone Glockenspiel part optional
-2 Synths
-2-4 Auxiliary Parts

-Bass Guitar and Drumset parts optional

• “Is it okay to have unison parts?”

- YES! In fact, I will write marimbas and vibes in unison (each voice a separate 
part) if the texture is thick, or it is at a large impact moment. This will help the 
parts to speak through the ensemble, without taking away from any other section.

• “When should I move the mallet players to Suspended Cymbal?”

- This is typically reserved for large impact moments (ex: End of movements, im-
pacts in the ballad, etc). Please do not have you keyboards roll at loud dynamics 
to play in “unison” with the ensemble…

• “Is it okay to omit voices?”

- Absolutely. The front ensemble does not have to play the ENTIRE show. No oth-
er section in the ensemble will do that. Don’t forget, you will need to give the 
keyboards time to switch mallets throughout the show. Give them plenty of time 
to make a poised mallet change.

• “What are different ways to create interesting mallet parts?”

- Break up chords: This helps to create a “comping” accompaniment.

- Arpeggiation: This could fall under the first category, but i see this as more of a 
“one note at a time” type of thing.

- Scalar patterns: This is a great way to create velocity into a certain phrase. It will 
also help to create those technical runs we all love to hear. Don’t be afraid to use 
church modes and altered/chromatic scales. 

- Permutations: Don’t forget that it is okay to write repetitive permutations for short 
phrases. This technique is one of the most common compositional techniques for 
keyboard literature. (Rhythm Song, Virginia Tate, anything by Samut, etc)



What do I need?

Instrument Recommendations:
-Pearl Drums/Adams Front Ensemble*
-Yamaha Battery and Front Ensemble*
-Dynasty Drums/Bergerault Front Ensemble*
-Ludwig Drums/Musser Front Ensemble
-Mapex Drums/Majestic Front Ensemble
-Tama Battery and Front Ensemble
-System Blue Battery and Front Ensemble

Snare Stick Recommendations
Vic Firth: 

-Ralph Hardimon SRH
-Murray Gusseck M-Dawg SMG
-Tom Aungst STA
-Collin McNutt SCM
-Mike Jackson SMJ
-Roger Carter SRC
-John Makes SJM

Innovative Percussion:
-Paul Rennick  FSPR2
-Jim Casella FSJC
-Bret Kuhn FSBK
-Ike Jackson FSIJ

Promark:
-Scott Johnson TXDC17W
-Jeff Ausdenmore DC8
-Tim Fairbanks TXDCTFW-FG

Tenor Stick Recommendations
Vic Firth: 

-Ralph Harmon Nylon Tip SRHTSN
-Tom Aungst Hybrid STATH
-John Mapes SMAPTS
-Vic Firth MTS1

Innovative Percussion:
-Paul Rennick TSPR
-Innovative Marching Tenor Stick Nylon
-Innovative Field Series TS3
-Ike Jackson TSIJ

Promark:
-Tim Jackson TXDCTJN
-Sean Vega TS8



What do I need? (continued)

Bass Drum Mallet Recommendations
Vic Firth: 

-MB0H-MB5H
Innovative:

-FBX1-FBX5
Promark:

-OBD1-OBD5

Keyboard Mallets
Vic Firth: 

-Ian Grom Series
-Ian Moyer Series
-Orchestral Series (Xylo/Glock/Crotales

Innovative Percussion:
-Jim Casella Series
-Sandi Rennick Series
-Jim Ancona Series

Promark:
-Jim Wunderlich Series
-Andrew Markworth Series 



How Many Where?

Size of Battery
-It is important to have a balanced battery. When trying to find the right size for 
your program, consider these rules:

-For every two (2) snares, add one (1) tenor
-The tricky situation is when you have an odd number of snares. If 
this happens, I recommend adding a tenor. (i.e. 3 snares/2 tenors, 
5 snares/3 tenors, etc.)

-Smaller groups may choose to go with four (4) bass drums, but five (5) 
bass drums is ideal. Look at how the rest of your line (i.e. snares 
and tenors) will shape up, so that you can have a balanced line.

Examples of Balanced Battery Sections
Small Line: 2 Snares, 1 Tenor, 4 Bass Drums
Medium Line: 3-4 Snares, 2 Tenors, 5 Bass Drums
Large Line: 5-6 Snares, 3 Tenors, 5 Basses
Very Large Line: 7-9 Snares,  4-5 Tenors, 5 Bass Drums

How do you know who to put where?
-Snare Drum/Tenor players should be very advanced rudimentally

-These parts are typically the most challenging
-Bass Drummers should be very solid rhythmically

-75% of their parts are split, therefore they HAVE to be able to stand on 
their own in a full line setting. Typically, basses 1, 3, and 5 are con-
sidered “Downbeat Drums,” while basses 2 and 4 are considered 
“Up-Beat Drums.” Most arrangers are aware of this, and write to 
match this idea, as it also plays along melodically in Bass Drum 
splits.

Size of Front Ensemble
-Depends on instruments available, but I try to start with this foundation and 

move up from there:
Small Front Ensemble: 2 Marimbas, 2 Vibes, 1 Xylo/Glock, 1 Synth, 1-2 Aux
Medium Front Ensemble: 3 Marimbas, 3 Vibes, 1 Xylo/Glock, 2 synth, 2-3 Aux
Large Front Ensemble: 4 Marimbas, 4 Vibes, 1 Xylo/Crotales, 1 Glock, 3 Synth, 

4-5 Aux



Thanks to my sponsors!


